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Preventing COTTON-PRESS DAMAGE

Faulty packing practices at the gin and lack of uniformity in the weight

of bales result in heavy economic losses to the cotton industry. With the

shortage of skilled gin and compress workers and the present difficulty of

replacing damaged equipment, the problem is becoming so complicated that

a combined effort should be made to solve it.

It is important that cotton growers understand that damage from over-

weight bales can be avoided by special attention on their part in loading

seed cotton for hauling to gins. It is also important that ginners realize

that care in the operation of gin-packaging equipment and watchfulness in

keeping this equipment in good condition so as to provide uniformly

shaped bales are as important as care in operation and maintenance of

other ginning processes that are known to affect the quality and value of

cotton. Warehousemen and compressmen will find it to their advantage

to increase their efforts to promote the use of better gin-packaging practices

and equipment. Cotton merchants, through business practices designed to

discourage poor baling, can further the efforts of other branches of the

industry to have bale packages that are a credit rather than a discredit to

American cotton, as has so often been the case. The various parts of the

cotton industry, together with cotton manufacturers and transportation agen-

cies, will all benefit by a higher degree of uniformity in the weight and shape

of cotton bales.

Damage and Losses in Cotton-Bale Pressing

During the pressing of cotton at gins, overweight and irregularly packed

bales cause undue stress on the tramper and press and cause costly and

untimely break-downs of their parts (fig. 1). Frequently extra time is

required to tie out these bales, particularly if extra ties are needed to hold

the cotton, or if the length of the ties has to be extended by splicing standard-

length ties. Such bales are also difficult to handle and load for transporta-

tion from the gin to the warehouse. The problems of packaging bales of

this type are increased if the cotton is unusually dry because greater

pressure is required to press the cotton to the desired density and bale thick-

ness than is required in packaging cotton of normal moisture content. The

high resiliency of extra-dry cotton can prevent the attainment of standard

thickness of bales, and thus make them unwieldy in handling.

When extra-heavy as well as irregularly packed or rolling bales reach

the warehouse, they cause complications in storage. This is well illustrated

by the bales shown on the cover page. The customary number of ties are

not sufficient to hold the rolling bale (left) and the overweight bale (right)

.

The bale of standard size and weight (center) requires a minimum of space

in storage, is more conveniently handled, and is less likely to occasion acci-

dents to warehouse employees.



FIGURE 1
.—Unevenly packed bale pressed to position for tying. Note that the bale has

assumed a rolling shape and is big at one end as a result of faulty packing.

During compression, heavy-weight bales produce extra strain on compress

equipment and delay the pressing and handling operations, causing loss in

time and additional expense in connection with this process. As in gin

pressing, extra ties must frequently be placed on overweight bales during

compression so as to maintain the required density.

Rolling bales, particularly if greatly in excess of 500 pounds, are a

menace to compress employees. Unless rolling bales of heavy weight are

rebuilt before pressing, there is danger of the compress mechanism being

subjected to such stresses as will damage the press as well as the cotton

being compressed ( fig. 2 I . When they are suddenly and violently forced

out of the press, these bales are dangerous to compress workers.

In the compressing of rolling bales, it is not uncommon for compress

crews to be forced to halt pressing operations and rebuild the bales in

order to complete the operation satisfactorily and to turn out bales that have

acceptable shape and density (fig. 3l. These rebuilding and redistributing

operations make it necessary first to come up with the lower platen on a

part of the bale, in order to shape it under pressure, and then down to

receive the other part, after which the pressing operation is performed a

second time on the entire bale. These operations require five or six times

as long as is usually required for compressing bales of standard size and

shape. To complete the compression process under these conditions re-

quires not only more time and labor of a part of the compress crew, but

the work of the entire crew is held up because the movement of the bales

to and from the press is interrupted, thus stopping the work of as main as

20 men.

Frequently, when faulty or careless gin-packing practices are followed,

or when overweight bales are packed, gin-press attendants have difficultv in

making suitable coverage of the bales with the bagging. This, together

with careless press dressing, results in the lint becoming dirty in the handling

of the bales and causes them to reach the compress in such ragged condition

that extra work and time are required to straighten the bagging before the

bales are compressed (fig. 4).



FIGURE 2.—Views of rolling bale in compress. Note that heavy strain is exerted by the
rolling bale on the press platens and that the bale presents serious pressing problems.
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Farmers Can Standardize Bale Weight to Prevent Damage
American gin and compress equipment is designed for bales of about

500 pounds. The weight of the crop of American cotton bales averages

only slightly in excess of 500 pounds, but individual bales vary in weight

from 300 to more than 800 pounds. To eliminate gin-press damage, the

weight of the cotton bales should be limited to not more than 600 pounds,

and preferably should be from 450 to 550 pounds. The cotton grower

controls these weights by the amount of seed cotton he sends to the gin to

provide a bale of ginned lint. Cotton growers can and should make an

effort to send to the gin only an amount of seed cotton that will produce

bales weighing from 450 to 550 pounds.

The variety, moisture content, and foreign-matter content are the princi-

pal factors governing the lint turn-out from a given quantity of seed cotton.

Cotton growers can make adjustments in the seed cotton weights as physical

conditions of cotton change during the season with a view of keeping bale

weight practically uniform throughout the season. The ginner can be of

help to the grower in working out these adjustments, and also can make a

definite contribution by dividing lots of seed cotton on wagons or trucks

in such a way as to gin uniform-weight bales when there are two or more

bales from the same farm. He can encourage the grower to provide some

kind of a partition for keeping cotton for each bale separate on the wagon

or truck.

What the Ginner Can Do to Prevent Rolling Bales

During the ginning of a bale of cotton, the lint must be evenly dis-

tributed in the press box in order to prevent rolling or heavy-sided bales.

Such bales result primarily from faulty action of the tramper and lint-slide

kicker. During those intervals when the tramper passes the lint slide and is

packing cotton into the press box, a charge of cotton will collect in the lint

slide. It is the work of the kicker to discharge this cotton into the press box

while the tramper is in its upward position. If the action of the kicker is too

strong or not strong enough, this charge of cotton will not be distributed

evenly in the press box. The kicker speed and action should be adjusted

to synchronize with the action of the tramper to meet the proper condition

for uniform distribution of the cotton within the press box.

Since the moisture content of cotton varies throughout the ginning season.

the kicker should be watched closely and changed from time to time to meet

varying conditions. Some gins are not equipped with lint-slide kickers,

and the cotton is permitted merely to slide into the press box. In such

instances, the tendency is for too much cotton to fall on the back side of

the press box, thus producing heavy-sided bales which usually become rolling

bales when the cotton is compressed.

Although various kinds of mechanisms fall within the general classifica-

tion of kickers, their speed or rate of sweep is the most important factor in

effecting distribution of the lint in the press box. With some types of gin

pressing units, adjustment can be made in the slope of the lint slide to



FIGURE 3.—Rebuilding rolling bales during process of compression: (Top) the reshaping

and rebuilding operation,- (bottom) final tying-out of bale. In the top photograph a
portion of the rolling bale is on the press platen after compression and reshaping and
the remainder is being added to form a regular-shaped bale.

provide for a more uniform deposit of the lint in the press. Ginners who

operate these units can readily prevent rolling bales by making the required

adjustments.



A new design of press-box dog mechanism, recently developed at the

U. S. Cotton Ginning Laboratory, Stoneville, Miss., primarily to avoid the

formation of dog ridges in gin bales that cause the bales to cut during

compression, has been found to be effective in providing uniform distribu-

tion of the cotton through the bale box (fig. 5). The mechanism was

installed in a commercial gin for testing throughout two ginning seasons.

FIGURE 4.—Properly covered bale
(left) and inadequately covered
bale (right). Through careless-

ness, press dressing, or faulty

packing, poor-appearing and ill-

protected bales result and extra

work in straightening the bagging
is required during compression.

The gin had been noted for rolling and uneven bales, but with the new

press-box dog, cuts and big-ended and rolling bales were practically elimi-

nated. This new type of press-box dogs can be adapted for use with

practically all types of gin press boxes, and their installation at all gins

would do much to improve the American cotton bale.

The mechanism consists of two prismatic plates, one for each side of the

box, hinged and pivoted for rotation within an opening along the upper

part of the sides of the press box, and means for rotating the plates into

horizontal position to retain the cotton in the bale box during the tramping

operation and to return the plates to vertical position during the pressing

period.

The prismatic-shaped plate dogs are formed of 4- by 6- by 3/1Q - by 50-inch

angle irons with a sheet-steel plate welded to the tips of the angle legs to

form a smooth hypotenuse slope. The construction elements are relatively

simple and employ the principle of making use of one face of the steel angles

to serve first in a horizontal position for retaining the cotton in the box, and

then in a vertical position to fit flush with the sides of the press box during

pressing. This is accomplished by hinging the angle irons at their corners

and providing the pivot shafts with counterweights and latches which hold

the plate dogs in place during the packing or tramping operation. The

latches are released semi-automatically at the proper time when the boxes

are turned.

The operation of the plate dogs is simple and does not require skilled

attention. While the cotton box is being filled, the lint cotton passes be-

tween the sloping faces of the metal plates into the middle of the box, thus
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FIGURE 5.—End view of wooden press box, cut away to show plate dogs in

retaining position and (dotted) in pressing and tie-out position.

giving uniform distribution. The horizontal protrusion of the 4-inch legs

of the angles into the bale box retains the lint and prevents its upward

return as the tramper recedes from the box. The centrally located, narrow,

funnellike entrance of this simple retaining device produces a uniform

distribution of the lint in the box without rolling or lumping of the layers.

The installation of the plate dogs on existing up-packing wood box

presses is, of course, easier to accomplish than installing them on all-steel

box presses.1 Factory construction and installation of the prismatic plate

dogs on all-steel up-packing presses are practical both from the standpoint

of cost and design.

1
Details on design and construction features of these plate dogs can be obtained

from the U. S. Cotton Ginning Laboratory, Stoneville, Miss.
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